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This Fall dashboard is a forecast for the future state of the Tourism industry in New Brunswick, as well as a look back on the past 6 months. 

COVID-19 has had dramatic impacts provincially, nationally and globally in many sectors, with Tourism being one of the most impacted given 
travel restrictions. This dashboard provides an overview of key trends and insights into the impacts specific to the economic health of the 
provincial industry and its path to recovery. Data and insights are derived from multiple global, Canadian and local media 
sources/associations/government, provincial statistics and through the consultation of over 60 industry representatives within New Brunswick 
from the following sectors: 

Nine rounds of research and consultations were completed from May-October and this dashboard summarizes the key trends, insights and 
impacts of COVID-19 throughout the province in the Tourism industry. 

Insights obtained through industry representative consultations are identified in burgundy. 

• Accommodations (roofed, non-roofed & shared)
• Campgrounds
• Airports/Air Access
• Cruises
• Provincial Parks
• Outdoor Adventures
• Attractions

• Festival and Events
 Sporting events

 Cultural events
• Restaurants
• Meetings & Conventions 
• Outfitters 
• Tour Operators/Receptive Operators

STATE OF TOURISM IN NEW BRUNSWICK



A LOOK BACK AND A GLANCE FORWARD 

In the most recent round of consultations with industry representatives, the focus shifted to an overview of the past 6 
months and considerations for the future, with the first rounds being focused on the current state of the industry. The 
additional questions below were asked to the representatives in this latest round:

• Are there any changes you made this season that you intend to keep? 
• What unexpected opportunities did you discover, if any? Any partnership opportunities? New working relationships?
• What resources, tools or support did you wish you had access to this season?
• What training, if any, would help you moving forward?
• Did this season's performance meet, exceed or not meet expectations considering COVID-19?
• Do you have concerns for 2021 and beyond?
• What was your #1 takeaway from this experience?

The learnings and insights gathered from these questions are included throughout the dashboard. 



COVID-19 has had dramatic impacts on the Tourism industry globally, nationally and provincially. Provincially, the impacts 
have been largely negative and cast doubt on the survival of tourism operators moving forward. The positive impacts are 
related to travel incentives and exploration of effective digital media tools.     

Current Challenges 
• Tourism operators have significant concerns for their 

survival through Winter 2020 and the 2021 tourism season 
• Operators have seen sharp declines in revenue over the past 

6 months and predict further declines based on travel 
restrictions lasting into 2021

• Due to financial losses, capital investments for the 
upcoming season and beyond are too risky of an 
investment for operators 

• Operators have concerns with the lack of physical 
interactions between guests and locals limiting the 
potential for emotional interactions, affecting the essence of 
New Brunswick’s welcoming experience 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Current Opportunities 
• Operators identified the Explore NB Travel Incentive  

as a significant support program that helped increase 
visitation and revenue – as soon as it was launched, 
visitors and revenues starting increasing 

• Across all regions and sectors, operators found value 
in the online services and tools being utilizing for 
business operations and marketing, and plan to 
integrate these online tools into their future business 
plans



NATIONAL 
OVERVIEW



• US Canada Border Ban in place until November 21. Restrictions loosened for those 
in serious exclusive relationships (self-isolating required). 

• The EU removed Canada from the list of approved travelers on October 22. This is 
a recommendation and individual countries can decide whether they permit 
travelers from Canada.

State of Emergency/Public Health Emergency  Summary

Province/Territory State of Emergency

Nunavut No

Northwest Territories No

Yukon Yes

British Columbia Yes

Alberta Yes

Saskatchewan Yes

Manitoba Yes

Ontario Yes

Quebec (Montreal) Yes

New Brunswick Yes

Nova Scotia Yes

Prince Edward Island Yes

Newfoundland and Labrador Yes

Source: Government of Canada 

OVERVIEW OF COVID-19 MEASURES IN CANADA



Provinces and territories developed different 
restriction measures based on federal guidelines, 
shifting and adapting to different needs based 
on the number of active COVID-19 cases with 
their area. 

Throughout Summer and Fall 2020, Atlantic 
provinces continuously adapted their approach 
to meet the needs of their province and regions 
based on rising and falling COVID-19 cases. 

Province/Territory Standard Current Level

Nunavut
Assessment every 

two weeks
Majority of businesses 
permitted to be open

Northwest Territories 3 phases Phase 2

Yukon 4 phases Phase 3

British Columbia 4 phases Phase 3
Alberta 3 stages Stage 2
Saskatchewan 5 phases Phase 4
Manitoba 4 Phases Phase 4
Ontario 3 stages Stage 3 

Quebec

4 alert levels Alert levels vary by region 
(currently regions at all 
levels - red, yellow and 

orange)

New Brunswick 4 Colours Yellow (3rd)

Nova Scotia No phased approach
Currently listed a 

Reopening
Prince Edward Island 3 Alert Levels New Normal
Newfoundland and 
Labrador 5 alert levels

Level 2 
(Level 1 is best)

RECOVERY PHASES IN CANADA



An Atlantic bubble was formed on July 3, allowing travel within Atlantic provinces without pre-authorization. This 
Atlantic bubble continues today, with New Brunswick requiring confirmation from the Travel Registration Program for 
travel outside of Atlantic Canada. Self-isolation measures are in effect for any necessary travel outside of this bubble.  

In September, the regional zones within New Brunswick were assigned different phases, with any zones in the Orange 
and Red placed under increased travel and other restrictions.

PEINSNB

Yellow Phase
(third phase of four)

No phased approach, increased 
restrictions eased as of June 15

Three alert levels, currently in New 
Normal (Restricted, Caution, New 

Normal)

ME

RECOVERY PHASES IN CANADA (cont.)



PEI

CANADIAN CONSUMER MINDSET

Consumer mindset is a critical consideration when forecasting the future of the Tourism industry:

• 88% of Canadians believe Tourism is essential to Canada’s economy, which is consistent with 2019 ratings 
• Only 22% of Atlantic Canadians feel safe to travel to other provinces in Canada, while 80% feel safe travelling to other 

communities near them, or within their province 
• Tourism spend in Canada fell by 66% in the second quarter of 2020. Conversely, pre-trip expenditure increased by 3%, 

which includes expenses such as camping equipment, boats, and motor homes. 

Destination Canada has identified a number of tourism related needs that should be addressed: 

• Encourage stays that include one paid night accommodations to reduce day-tripper travel and increase revenue 
• Cities have seen a decline, need increased visitation
• Occupancy is fair on weekends, but there is a need for mid-week travel 
• Canada is one of the top three international destinations travellers would feel comfortable visiting in the next five years

Source: Destination Canada 



ATLANTIC 
OVERVIEW



NOVA SCOTIA

In early June, the government developed a plan with social distancing and family bubbles mandated, but no phase 
system in place. 

By mid-July, indoor gatherings of under 10 people were allowed, many businesses were reopened and Atlantic 
travel was permitted. With a limited amount of cases in late August, Nova Scotia lessened restrictions for 
gatherings with enforced masks in indoor spaces and social distancing.    

Source: https://novascotia.ca/coronavirus/



NOVA SCOTIA (cont.)

Below are some of the key factors that impacted key aspects of the Nova Scotia Tourism industry: 

Travel Gatherings & Venues Airports

• Same, National, International and 
Provincial travel restrictions as NB

• Tourism revenues in the province are on 
track to hit 900 million compared to 2.6 
billion last year

• Government announces $50 million in 
loan guarantees to tourism operators with 
100+ employees or $10 million in revenue 

• Limited capacity for live events 
with a shift to online events 

• Gatherings of 10 or less 
recommended 

• Indoor community centres and 
facilities remain closed to the 
public  

• Social distancing and masks 
required

• Halifax airport operating with limited 
service, with Porter suspending flights 
until December, Air Canada reducing 
flights and WestJet reducing flights

• Sydney to Toronto flight currently 
operates 4 flights per week and will 
increase to 5 per week in November 

• Halifax to Ottawa & Montreal will 
reduce to 3 flights per week in January



PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND

The province established a four-phased system in May, with phase 1 similar to New Brunswick’s red phase and 
phase 4 similar to New Brunswick’s green phase. 

Throughout the past 6 months, PEI has remained in the yellow phase and in mid-July, allowed gatherings indoors 
of up to 15 people and outdoors of up to 20 people. 

In October, the province updated the phased system to three, using a New Normal, Caution and Restricted 
structure, and are currently in the New Normal phase. 

Source: https://www.princeedwardisland.ca/en/covid19



PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND (cont.)

Below are some of the key factors that impacted key aspects of the PEI Tourism industry: 

Travel Gatherings & Venues Airports

• Same, National, International and 
Provincial travel restrictions as NB

• Seasonal residents require application for 
travel

• Self isolation required 
• Traveler screening at points of entry

• Large organized gatherings of 
3 cohorts of 50 people are 
permitted to gather with 
masks and social distancing 

• Indoor personal gatherings are 
limited to 15 people 

• Outdoor personal gatherings 
are limited to 20 people 

• Social distancing and masks 
required

• Charlottetown airport running with 
limited services

• One flight a day to Montreal and 
Toronto

• Ottawa service suspended
• Halifax service suspended until 

September  



PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND (cont.)

Tourism PEI is offering all tourism operators on the Island free placement on their website in 
2021. 

“COVID-19 has had a significant impact on the tourism industry. The 2020 season was very 
challenging for our Island tourism operators. As we plan for next year’s season, our hope is all 
tourism operators will take advantage of this free offer so that we can promote a wide variety 
of tourism products to both visitors and Islanders alike.”
- Economic Growth, Tourism and Culture Minister Matthew MacKay



ATLANTIC INSIGHTS

• 86% of Canadians think there will be a second wave 

• 73% of Atlantic residents feel that we have not reached it yet

• Atlantic residents are amongst the highest in the country to show willingness to keep 
businesses such as bars, casinos, restaurants, amateur sport events and movie theaters 
closed

Source : Leger Web survey using computer-assisted Web interviewing (CAWI) technology. Over 1,500 Canadians randomly recruited from LEO’s online panel. 



ATLANTIC INSIGHTS (cont.)

Overall, Canadians are opposed to opening the Canada/US border in the next month, and 
this opposition is strong in Atlantic Canada:

. 

Source: https://narrativeresearch.ca/across-the-country-there-is-strong-opposition-to-opening-the-canada-u-s-border-within-the-next-month-with-the-exception-of-quebec-where-opinions-are-mixed/



ATLANTIC INSIGHTS (cont.)

While a small majority of Canadians support opening provincial and territorial borders with no 
quarantine requirements, Atlantic Canadians are divided with 47% in support of opening. 

Source: https://narrativeresearch.ca/across-the-country-there-is-strong-opposition-to-opening-the-canada-u-s-border-within-the-next-month-with-the-exception-of-quebec-where-opinions-are-mixed/



ATLANTIC INSIGHTS (cont.)

Atlantic Canadian Sentiment on Travel
To what extent do you agree or disagree with each of the following statement: “I feel safe to travel to…”

. 

Source: Destination Canada 



ATLANTIC INSIGHTS (cont.)

Atlantic Canadian Sentiment on Travel: Urban vs Rural 

Source: Destination Canada 

% Somewhat/Strongly Agree

% Tout à fait d’accord/Plutôt d’accord

Rural/Rural
(n=94)*

Urban/Urbain
(n=107)

Communities near me / ... dans des 
collectivités voisines à la mienne 80% 88%

Communities in my province / ... dans des 
collectivités de ma province 77% 83%

Other provinces in Canada / 
... dans d’autres provinces ou territoires du 
Canada

24% 21%

The United States / 
... aux États-Unis 2% 5%

Internationally / 
... dans d’autres pays 4% 9%



ATLANTIC INSIGHTS (cont.)

Atlantic Canadian Sentiment on Advertising 
How would you feel if you saw an advertisement today promoting your community to each of the following regions as 
a place for visitors to come when it is safe? 

. 

Source: Destination Canada 



ATLANTIC INSIGHTS (cont.)

Atlantic Canadian Visitation Rates
Throughout Atlantic Canada, there was a significant decrease in visitation rates from May to September compared to the 
same time period in 2019: 

• Visitation Rates – year to date by Province:
o New Brunswick: decrease of 49%
o Nova Scotia: decrease of 46%
o Prince Edward Island: decrease of 65%

• New Brunswickers also traveled less within the Atlantic Bubble: 
o Prince Edward Island: decrease of 42%
o Nova Scotia: decrease of 44%
o Newfoundland: decrease of 58%

• Within the Atlantic Bubble, visitors traveling to New Brunswick decreased, but there was an increase of visitors from 
Newfoundland:
o Prince Edward Island: decrease of 43%
o Nova Scotia: decrease of 47%
o Newfoundland: increase of 13% (only increase)

Source : Environics Visitor View



NEW 
BRUNSWICK 
OVERVIEW



New Brunswick moved into the yellow phase on May 22, adapting and updating restrictions based on the ongoing needs 
of residents and specific regions. 

In early July, certain restrictions were lessened, including travel within the Atlantic bubble and allowing small gatherings.
In late August, the restrictions for red and orange phases were revised in preparation for a potential wave two, including 
the introduction of mandatory masks in indoor public spaces. 

The second wave hit in September and Zones 1 and 5 were placed in the orange phase, however both Zones are now 
back in yellow. 

NEW BRUNSWICK

Source: Pulled from regional websites within the Province of New Brunswick. 



Travel

NEW BRUNSWICK (cont.)

Below are some of the key factors that impacted key aspects of the Tourism industry: 

Gatherings & Venues Airports

• National and International travel ban
• Provincial restrictions within red and 

orange zones 
• Provincial border checks
• Atlantic bubble created July 3 
• 53% decrease in overnight stays in New 

Brunswick by Canadian visitors but 
significant increase in staycations

• Provincial Parks experienced a 30% 
increase in visits by New Brunswickers, but 
34% fewer visitors overall. Mount Carleton 
experienced more visitors than in 2019.

• Limited capacity for live events 
with a shift to online events 

• Indoor and outdoor gatherings 
at a limited capacity 

• Indoor community centres and 
facilities remain closed to the 
public  

• Social distancing and masks 
required

• The Moncton, Saint John and 
Fredericton airports all 
experienced significant reductions 
on services over the summer

• WestJet canceled its services 
altogether to Moncton and 
Fredericton as of October 2020



NEW BRUNSWICK (cont.)

On July 15, the province launched an Explore NB Travel Incentive to encourage New Brunswick residents 
to travel and spend in New Brunswick during the summer and early fall of 2020. Participants submitting 
claims were eligible for a 20% rebate on a maximum of $1,000 of eligible expenses.

The program is showing early success:

• Number of submissions: 23,352 
• Claimed amount: $16,202,147.36 
• Estimated incentive amount (20%): $3,240,429.47
• Number of files/receipts: 137,196



Destination Canada released an updated 
COVID-19 Impact and Recovery Report for 
Domestic Travel on October 13, which 
provides a snapshot of interprovincial 
travel. The current assessment for New 
Brunswick is Inter-Provincial, unchanged 
from August, meaning that inter-
provincial travel searches are at moderate 
levels, combined with accommodation 
bookings that were recently at moderate 
levels as well. 

NEW BRUNSWICK (cont.)

Source: https://www.destinationcanada.com/sites/default/files/archive/1204-COVID-19%20Impact%20and%20Recovery%20Report%20-%20Domestic%20-%20October%2013%2C%202020/COVID-
19%20Impact%20and%20Recovery%20Report_CANADA_Oct%2013_FINAL_EN.pdf



New Brunswick tourism season spanned from the May long weekend until Labour Day. During this time: 
• Visitation rates saw a jump the week of May 17. Businesses and attractions were reopening under the orange phase 

of COVID-19 recovery. Visitation continued to increase following the week of May 24, after the announcement of the 
expanded household bubble

• The week of the Atlantic Bubble announcement on July 3rd, visitation increased by over 20,000 overnight visits from 
June 28 to July 5

• The weeks with the highest visitation for NB in 2020 followed the announcement of the NB traveler incentive (July 
26 – August 16)

• The week of September 6 (Labour Day weekend) was one of NB’s top 5 visitation weeks in 2020

Some regions saw an increase in visitors from New Brunswick compared to the same period last year, however, overall 
visitors decreased in all regions:

• Visitation Rates – year to date by Region 
o Acadian Coastal Region: -51%
o Appalachian Range: -55%
o Fundy Coastal Region: -45%
o Miramichi River Region: -29%
o Saint John River Valley Region: -53%

NEW BRUNSWICK OVERNIGHTS 
VISITATION RATES

Source : Environics Weekly Tracker 



IMPACTS TO NEW 
BRUNSWICK
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IMPACTS  TO NEW BRUNSWICK: OVERVIEW

Source: Obtained through consultation of over 60 Tourism industry stakeholders between May 29 and October 30

• Many stakeholders are still hoping for operations to resume normally and are not prepared to face a similar season in 2021 
and beyond. As such, insights obtained as part of this final overview were consistent with findings from previous 
dashboards. Overall, the season did not meet expectations. 

• Fixed operational costs (such as property taxes and insurance) were a significant concern for all, especially for seasonal 
operators, as well as staffing decisions impacted by COVID-19. When asked what the government could do to help their 
businesses and organizations, a strong majority mentioned a tax break or similar mechanism would be well received. 

• Over 83% of operators consulted benefitted from the various federal financial aid programs. When eligible, all chose to 
participate. The wage subsidy program was mentioned as the preferred support method. 

• 67%  of respondents also mentioned not being able to survive this season without financial support from the federal 
government

• While federal government support was well received, operators believe the province could have provided further support 
the NB businesses and organizations

• For seasonal operators, there is significant concern about not being able to resume operations next season, considering 
additional investment required at the beginning of any season. While no businesses consulted made the decision to 
permanently close at the time of consultation, some had doubts about reopening for 2021 unless the travel restrictions 
drastically change.



PROVINCIAL FINANCIAL IMPACTS

Revenue Loss: May-July

Overall Revenue Loss: May-
October

Revenue Loss: August-
October

Source: Obtained through consultation of over 60 Tourism industry stakeholders between May 29 and October 30

Overall, the majority of operators saw a loss of revenue between 
51-75%. The first few months of COVID-19 saw higher numbers of 
operators losing 76-100% of revenues, which slightly decreased 
in the following months. The number of operators who 
experienced a 0-25% loss in revenues also increased as the 
season progressed. 

The sectors who were most significantly impacted are:  
1. Cruise (100% revenue loss, no cruises scheduled from May to 

November)
2. Airlines (Significantly reduced flights)
3. Major hotel chains (Reservations reduced by 95% for April, 

May, June and July)

Operators from all regions and sectors voiced concern over the 
potential discontinuation of federal and provincial funding for 
the upcoming year if we are believed to be “back to normal” 
within 18 months of the onset of the pandemic. On average, 
operators are estimating the recovery time frame for travelers 
being in the mindset to travel with confidence to be 1-4 years 
from now. 



REGIONAL FINANCIAL IMPACTS

Source: Obtained through consultation of over 60 tourism industry stakeholders between May 29 and October 30

Southeast Region 
While there was a decrease in revenue, the region faired better than the 
provincial average loss in revenue, with operators reporting an average loss 
of 26-50%.  Operators felt that this exceeded expectations for this season. 

Miramichi
Operators reported an average revenue loss of 75-100%, higher than the 
provincial average. The majority of these operators experienced losses of 
roughly 80%. 

Acadian Peninsula
Operators reported an average revenue loss of 51-75%, matching the 
provincial average, but felt that this exceeded expectations for this season. 
The region followed the provincial trend of operators who experienced a 0-
25% loss in revenues also increased as the season progressed.

Bathurst 
Operators in Bathurst followed the national trend and reported an average 
revenue loss between 51-75%,  but felt that this did not expectations for this 
season. 

Fundy Shore + Saint John Region
This region saw a decrease in revenue matching the provincial average at 
51-75% losses, with the majority of these operators reporting above below 
65%. 

Fredericton and River Valley Region
With an average loss in revenue of 51-75%, this region follows the provincial 
average as well as operators reporting less losses as the season continued. 

Madawaska and North-West Region
The average revenue loss was 76-100%, with the majority of operators 
reporting above between 76-80%, higher than the provincial average.

Restigouche Area
This region saw a loss of revenue on average of 76-100%. Most operators 
reported losses of 85% and above, with no operators reporting losses in the 
range of 0-25%.



IMPACTS TO THE LABOUR FORCE
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IMPACT ON STAFFING -
ACTIONS

Source: Obtained through consultation of over 60 Tourism industry stakeholders between May 29 and 
October 30

• The impact on staffing remained consistent throughout the 
Summer and Fall months, with operators in all regions
continuing to remain at decreased staffing levels

• The provincial average for decrease in quantity of staff was 40% 

• Operators who did not have staff decreases did report a decrease
in the amount of hours worked by staff

• After CERB was announced, stakeholders had significant
challenges recruiting casual or seasonal employees, and this
reamined consistent thoughout COVID-19 

• The decrease in staff is a change that the majority of operators
plan to keep - this past season showed efficiencies in reductions
to staffing that may become permantent changes

• Throughout all sectors, there was significant concerns for 
employee mental health and well-being and is an area in which
operators expressed the need for training



IMPACTS TO REGIONAL LABOUR FORCE

Southeast
• Average decrease of 23%

Miramichi
• Average decrease of 64%

Madawaska and North-West Region
• Average decrease of 43% 

Fundy Shore + Saint John Region
• Average decrease of 25%

Fredericton and River Valley Region
• Average decrease of 26%

Acadian Peninsula Region
• Average decrease of 35% 

Bathurst 
• Average decrease of 63% 

Restigouche Area
• Average decrease of 67%

While all regions followed the same provincial trend of hiring less staff this season, there were differences regionally:

Source: Obtained through consultation of over 60 Tourism industry stakeholders between May 29 and October 30



IMPACTS TO ACCOMMODATIONS

Source: Obtained through consultation of over 60 Tourism industry stakeholders between May 29 and October 30 

Overview 

• 2020 trends and sales indicate that travelers prefer cottages, camping and longer-term rentals to hotels, with camping being a popular activity for 
Atlantic Canada residents in the Summer 2020

• Operating accommodations saw a reduction in staff by an average 27% and feel that this reduction will likely be permanent

• The announcement of the Atlantic Bubble increased inquiries and new bookings by roughly 20% in all regions, with the majority of bookings 
made by New Brunswickers

• Campgrounds faired better than hotels and saw an increase in NBers booking multi-night stays, where NBers taking trips to urban centers mostly 
took day trips and did not stay in hotels

• Campground operators noted that the travel incentive program boosted overnight and long-term bookings, while hotel operators only saw a 
slight boost in single night bookings 



Hotels in New Brunswick 

• Overall, major hotels indicated revenue losses by roughly 80% to 85%

• Occupancy rates for hotels in major centers have generally dropped from 80-85% to less than 15% in major centers.  Boutique-style hotels 
were tracking more positively but had to reduce the number of available rooms significantly due to social distancing and cleaning 
requirements. 

• Travel incentives had a positive impact on hotels, but the predictions are that the negative impacts and affects will be seen for at least 2 to 5 
years 

• Hotels are starting to offer flexible cancellation policies 

• Hotels were operating with significantly reduced staff (less than 10% of usual number of staff) 

• There are significant concerns for the coming months and years, with reduced flights, no conventions, meetings or bus tours, and the fall 
season ending. 

IMPACTS TO ACCOMMODATIONS (cont.)

Source: Obtained through consultation of over 60 Tourism industry stakeholders between May 29 and October 30



CAMPGROUNDS 

Source: Obtained through consultation of over 60 Tourism industry stakeholders between May 29 and October 30

Private Campgrounds in New Brunswick 

• Many campgrounds were operating at reduced capacity but offered additional services such as pools, showers (by appointment), nighttime
activities, etc. 

• Campgrounds that did not offer additional activities and who did not adapt their offerings saw a sharper reduction in bookings than those who
did

• Campgrounds with seasonal customers only had a reduction of roughly 5% occupancy, as many were returning New Brunswickers

• Revenue loss was significant for campground operators. However, many were able to increase the number of New Brunswickers who visited their 
campgrounds

• All campgrounds operated with a reduction of staff of over 25%, however, some mention that the change would be permanent as they were able 
to effectively operate

• All campgrounds had put significant health and safety measures in place, many investing over $5000 in facility updates

• Generally, operators have highlighted that it is challenging to enforce health and safety measures and also noted an increase in damages to 
campgrounds during this season 

• Operators with only had one campground were concerned about cashflow for the winter months and beyond



Overview

• At the beginning of the season, in-room dining was restricted at restaurants, with many closing temporarily or turning to take-out and delivery 
options 

• By late June, restaurants were able to operate at reduced capacity with adherence to strict safety measures and social distancing 

• Many restaurant operators offered limited menu options to address limited consumers due to limited capacity  

• Restaurants with outdoor capacity, such as patios and beer gardens, saw a significant increase in popularity versus those without outdoor 
capacity 

Restaurants in New Brunswick 

• Approximately 60% of foodservice workers lost their job or had their hours cut to zero 

• Operators in smaller urban or rural areas expressed frustration over being one of the few who remained open, while the majority of restaurants 
closed their doors to visitors during COVID-19. Of the restaurants that remained open, many had reduced hours and this had significant impacts 
on operators 

IMPACTS TO RESTAURANTS

Source: nformation obtained from Restaurants Canada survey conducted between September 1 and 7. Respondents represent over 15 000 establishments with a significant
participation rate from NB



Overview

• With provincial, national and international travel restrictions in place, the airline industry has been greatly impacted by COVID-19

• In Canada, airlines lost 95% of revenues in Q2 2020 and domestic air travel is down 88%, with flight services removed and reduced across the nation 

• The limited services available from operators such as car rentals and restaurants have impact on the air travel experience 

• Airlines are using travel incentives to encourage travel and drive revenue

Airports In New Brunswick 

• Flights at Fredericton, Moncton and Saint John have been greatly reduced, with WestJet suspending much service, Porter suspending service and 
Air Canada suspending much service during the Summer months

• In October, WestJet cancelled service to Moncton and Fredericton until further notice

• Airports are significantly concerned that flights cancelled or suspended during the pandemic will not be reinstated once the situation normalizes, 
resulting in a permanent loss of revenue and reduced access for New Brunswickers and visitors

IMPACTS TO AIRPORTS AND AIR ACCESS

Source: Obtained through consultation of over 60 Tourism industry stakeholders between May 29 and October 30 + Destination Canada 



• Operators are looking for more consistent, less strict travel restrictions for provincial and national borders to help sector
rebound 

• All airports consulted has permanently laid off 25% or more staff, with this reduction being considered a permanent 
measure

• Airports felt they were negatively impacted by the implementation of the Atlantic Bubble, given national and international 
travel were allowed, throughout the rest of the nation (with restrictions)

IMPACTS TO AIRPORTS AND AIR ACCESS (cont.)

Information obtained through consultation of over 60 tourism industry stakeholders between May 29 and October 30



IMPACTS TO CRUISES

Source: Obtained through consultation of over 60 Tourism industry stakeholders between May 29 and October 30

Overview

• Canada’s ban on cruise ships was extended to at least February 2021, with major revenue loss implications because of this

• With 100% of cruises originating in the US, the international travel bans limit revenue streams and growth opportunities in this sector

Cruises In New Brunswick 

• Over 100 scheduled cruises to the Port of Saint John were cancelled, with no new bookings for 2020 

• Without ships coming in, the receptive operators losts their replied-upon consumer base and revenue for 2020  

• Within this sector, casual employees were laid off, contracts were not renewed and summer students were not hired

• The 2021 cruise season remains completely booked, however there is significant concern that the pandemic will  not be under control for the 2021 
tourism season and that it will be a repeat of the revenue loss experienced in 2020



IMPACTS TO NATIONAL AND PROVINCIAL 
PARKS

Overview

• Provincial Parks opened on June 1st with restrictions in place, such as restricted camping, reduced food offerings, limited facilities and additional 
COVID-19 information stations 

• Provincial Parks experienced a 30% increase in visits by New Brunswickers, however 21 % fewer visitors overall (note that Mount Carleton 
experienced more visitors than in 2019, the one exception) 

• Interprovincial travellers are typically day trippers and deemed as a lower value guest compared to national and international guests

Impacts in New Brunswick

• Park operators are experiencing a significant decrease in visitation due to national/international travel restrictions and the cancellation of bus 
tours and school trips domestically 

• Many operators expressed concern around their product offering for 2021 and beyond, with questions around what modifications are needed to 
appeal to consumers in the “new normal”

Source: https://narrativeresearch.ca/across-the-country-there-is-strong-opposition-to-opening-the-canada-u-s-border-within-the-next-month-with-the-exception-of-quebec-where-opinions-are-mixed/



IMPACTS TO OUTDOOR ADVENTURES

Source: Obtained through consultation of over 60 Tourism industry stakeholders between May 29 and October 30

Overview

• Travelers are focused on doing more while spending less, which had dramatic impacts on the paid outdoor adventure operators revenue stream 

• In previous years, the majority of outdoor adventure operator revenue came travellers outside of the province

Impacts in Brunswick

• Outdoor adventure operators have seen a significant decrease in demand, reporting cancellations of over 75% of bookings on average over the Summer 
months

• Bookings started to slightly increase for outdoor adventure operators in August and the beginning of September

• There was an increase in day of bookings toward the end of the season, and operators saw more NBers experciencing the outdoor adventures than any other
season. 

• Many operators are considering new product development to help them succeed in 2021 and beyond

• Most operators benefitted from federal funding support and the $40k federal loan, however, have concerns around the long-term financial implications of this
funding

• Most operators hired staff late in the Summer season as opposed to early, and are planning to operate with reduced staff for the remainder of 2020



IMPACTS TO ATTRACTIONS 

Source: Obtained through consultation of over 60 Tourism industry stakeholders between May 29 and October 30

Overview

• Travellers are focused on doing more while spending less, which had a very similar impact on attractions operators as it did with outdoor 
adventure operators

• Many attractions were able to open on June 1st with a significantly reduced capacity in order to respect health and safety guidelines 

Attractions in New Brunswick

• Attractions operators saw a decrease in revenue of over 75% in the Summer and Fall months, with loss of bus tour bookings and school trips 
flagged as a significant factor in this decrease 

• Some attraction operators are provincially or federally funded, and therefore not eligible for financial support programs, but are still experiencing 
significant loss of revenue (something mentioned as a key concern through the consultation process)

• Concerns about access to EI for seasonal employees was mentioned very frequently in this sector, with some also experiencing difficulty 
recruiting the necessary staff 

• Some operators mentioned that internal changes implemented as part of new health and safety requirements had been positive and enhanced 
the visitor experience,  with plans to maintain those changes permanently



IMPACTS TO ATTRACTIONS (cont.)

Source: Obtained through consultation of over 60 Tourism industry stakeholders between May 29 and October 30

• Generally, visitors to attractions come from outside the province of New Brunswick. Many mentioned needing clear planning tools for New 
Brunswickers and support to promote their attractions, with additional marketing required to reach local audiences

• Many were developing new product offerings for next year and needed to permanently rethink their business model.

• Operators highlighted a need for increased communication from government on what is and  what isn’t allowed in terms of gatherings, as some 
sites hold occasional events and are unsure of how to safely proceed



IMPACTS TO FESTIVALS AND EVENTS

Source: Obtained through consultation of over 60 Tourism industry stakeholders between May 29 and October 30

Overview

• The restrictions on gatherings for indoor and outdoor events and festivals had significant affects on the tourism industry, with most large events 
being cancelled and venues/organizations exploring virtual options 

• Some performing arts venues and other venues with smaller scale capacity options are scheduling events with limited capacity constraints 

Impacts In New Brunswick

• New Brunswick Festivals have, for the most part, been cancelled or adapted for content to be available online 

• Many operators are adapting the concert-going experience to be available online, however this business model is not currently sustainable and a 
new revenue model for virtual events is required 

• All  open operators are operating at significantly reduced capacity to respect social distancing requirements 

• Many operators adapted their marketing communications to promote safety instead of promoting the event, as there appears to be lack of trust 
and fear in performing arts venues and major events

• Operators are concerned that the current situation will lead to loss of skilled labour for future shows, such as technicians, lighting operators, etc. 



IMPACTS TO MEETINGS AND CONFERENCES

Source: Obtained through consultation of over 60 Tourism industry stakeholders between May 29 and October 30

Overview
• The restrictions on indoor gatherings resulted in the cancellation of many conferences, conventions and events, with organizations attempting to 

host virtual events in some cases and in other cases, postponing until 2021 

Impacts In New Brunswick

• Some operators are tentatively accepting bookings for 2021 and beyond, and have begun accepting deposits. If current restrictions remain in 
place, only 20% of bookings are expected to move forward as planned

• A significant number of staff have been laid off, however some centers are taking the opportunity to provide additional safety training and adapt
their venues with the help of reduced bookings

• Many mention the significant costs of adapting large venues to meet social distancing requirements, which is a barrier to live meetings and 
conferences

• Operators highlight the importance of air traffic to the sustainability of their business, focusing on the lack of meetings and conferences demand 
without business travelers 

• Operators are considering how they can adapt their prodcut offering to become more digitally-based moving forward



Overview

• Outfitters were closed in the Spring, with some permitted to start opening in June, which greatly limiting the already short 
season outfitters have to obtain visitors 

Impacts in New Brunswick
• Many outfitters are experiencing financial and cashflow issues, with significantly reduced bookings given 70% of bookings in 

previous years came from US travel
• Lodging comprised the most revenue for the majority of outfitters, with only 10% of outfitters able to garner revenue from

day trips
• Outfitters who did not have other product offerings beyond long-term rentals experienced a loss ofrevenue of  over 80%.
• Many outiffters are concerned about being further in debt after benefitting from the $40k loan from the federal

government. 
• Note that a number of outfitters declined to participate in the final consultation process, mentioning that until borders 

could safely open, nothing could be done to help their business operations 

IMPACTS TO OUTFITTERS

Source: Obtained through consultation of over 60 Tourism industry stakeholders between May 29 and October 30



IMPACTS TO DMOs & ASSOCIATIONS

Source: Obtained through consultation of over 60 Tourism industry stakeholders between May 29 and October 30

Overview

• DMO’s and associations have also observed a significant reduction to their budgets

o Those operating with funds from hotel levies and occupancy taxes were only receiving around 10 to 15% of usual contributions, which
corresponds to the number of hotel rooms booked

o Associations and DMO’s operating with municipal grants were concerned about funding for 2021. Many mentioned trying to limit their
spending in order to cover expenses for 2021

• Regional marketing has been significantly impacted by revenue loss. Any trade shows, or in person marketing has been cancelled for the fall. 
Many were trying to adapt marketing strategies but saw a limited return on investment. Many have also shifted marketing messages to promote
the safety of the destination. 

• DMO’s and association from the Campbellton and Edmunston regions appear to be the most affected – the current service offering as an entry 
point into the province is not effective as borders remain closed. This region requires additional support in order for operations to improve. 

• Many mention the need for increased marketing around week-long trips. While weekends have relatively good occupancy rates, weekday visits
have been very limited. 



https://atlantic.ctvnews.ca/1-8-million-in-travel-receipts-submitted-by-n-b-residents-so-far-program-extended-1.5137704
https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/new-brunswick/u-haul-seeing-record-numbers-moving-to-atlantic-canada-1.5755500
https://www.cbc.ca/news/business/disney-layoffs-28-000-1.5743816
https://www.destinationcanada.com/sites/default/files/archive/1199-Destination%20Canada%27s%20State%20of%20the%20Industry%20Update%20-
%20October%202020/State%20of%20the%20Industry_Oct-2020_FINAL_EN.pdf
https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/new-brunswick/rent-apartment-moncton-increase-1.5773243
https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/calgary/westjet-refunds-flights-pandemic-1.5771760
http://www.saintjohnairport.com/news/news-releases/unprecedented-revenue-shortfalls-at-saint-john-airport-due-to-covid-19-pandemic-necessitates-passenger-
facility-fee-increase-in-2021/
https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/new-brunswick/new-brunswick-staycations-opening-new-market-for-tourism-operators-1.5736002
https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/nova-scotia/covid-19-tourism-geoff-maclellan-1.5730752
https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/nova-scotia/covid-19-tourism-hotels-government-funding-geoff-maclellan-1.5771487
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https://www.stikeman.com/en-ca/kh/guides/Back-to-Work-and-Re-opening-Plans
https://www.conferenceboard.ca/focus-areas/human-resources/2020/working-through-covid-19/vacation-policies?AspxAutoDetectCookieSupport=1
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https://nbmade.ca/
https://www.travelweek.ca/news/lead-story/the-two-travel-trends-every-agent-should-take-note-of-for-2020/
https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/prince-edward-island/pei-craft-trail-summerside-covid-1.5771078
https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/prince-edward-island/pei-charlottetown-islanders-hockey-covid-19-1.5775548
https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/prince-edward-island/pei-cornwall-halloween-drive-1.5774722
https://www.blogto.com/city/2020/10/ontario-extends-pandemic-emergency-orders-november/
https://news.airbnb.com/2021-travel-trends/
https://hoteltechreport.com/news/100-hotel-trends
https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/kitchener-waterloo/the-village-biergarten-st-jacobs-domes-covid-safe-winter-dining-1.5754091
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